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Abstract
Analog circuits are the most important parts in many Integrated Circuit (IC) design. This paper reviews the basic concepts
in analog design automation using evolutionary algorithm. Analog design problem is a multi objective problem; this can be
solved by Evolutionary computation methods. Computation methods provide the set of feasible solutions for the optimal
circuit design of analog integrated circuits. It is necessary to integrate both analog and digital in a single chip for real world
communication. Due to system level integration we need analog design automation tool for IC design. This paper summarized recent start of art in analog optimization and also lists the survey of main people working in this field. Finally, we listed
several open research problem to improve the analog design automation for analog IC using evolutionary computation.
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1. Introduction

Automated design of analog ICs is becoming a viable
solution for complex analog components. Over the past
decade, more number of research focusing on analog
design automation. Automated techniques for layout,
device sizing and basic design centering have been successfully applied. A complete survey of the area described
in1. However, the transistor level does not scale successful
to system level ICs. Normally the analog circuit has only
100 devices, in case of small system like a analog to digital
converter, or a phase-locked loop, or an entire RF circuit
might requires 1000 to 10000 devices or more.
Typical analog circuits needed to optimize more number of continuous values for system performance. These
continuous values are nonlinear signal. It is hard to cover
all specification range across the circuits to systems. This
system design successful depends on the circuit’s designer
ability. Such designs are being integrated in large system-
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on-chip (soc) environments is challenging process. It is
difficult to verifying, optimizing, and synthesizing such
complex system when they are considered flat. This difficult design must be solved by hierarchical tools that deal
with the system design parameters2.
Traditional optimizations for single objective function
do not allow multiple objectives; and also this optimization does not give freedom to choose best among different
solutions, and equally best solutions. These drawbacks
can be overcome by multi objective optimization. This
optimization technique allow multiple objective to be
treated as single and iteratively during the optimization
process3.
The multi objective optimization algorithm used to
provide an optimal solution or pareto front (non dominated individuals). The generation of pareto front can be
more expensive and it does not provide the feasible solution. This drawback can be overcome by stochastic method
(Simulated Annealing, Evolutionary Computation, and
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Ant Colony Optimization). Evolutionary computation
methods are the best optimization method to provide
good result on complex problems without explicit knowledge4.

2. Automatic IC Design
Automation
Analog design automation using optimization method
divided into two groups. The two group of methods are
knowledge based method, optimization based method5.
Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental techniques of analog
design automation.

2.1 Knowledge Based Method for Analog
Circuit Optimization
The starting analog design automation system tool only
depends on analog designer. The analog designer design
a complete plan for particular system and this system did
not use any optimization techniques6–10vol. 14, no. 2, p.
218-38 (1995. In Knowledge based method; a complete
plan consists of system design equations and the parameter sizes that meet the performance requirements. This
knowledge based method only used for simple circuit system and did not suitable for complex system applied with

moderate success. The execution time of small system is
shot but deriving the design plan is hard for small system
and time-consuming. In this method the design equation needed to update with technology parameter. One
more drawback is the results are not feasible, it suitable
for small system.
The next method of analog IC design tool is optimization based tool. Optimization method applied to analog
IC design to overcome drawbacks of knowledge-based
methods. Optimization based method divided into two
types: equation based and simulation based method.
These methods used for analog IC design optimization.

2.2 Equation Based Method for Analog
Circuit Optimization
Here the analytical equations used to express the circuit
parameters and design variables. These equations can
be solved by either deterministic or stochastic optimization techniques. Normally equation based circuit sizing is
solved by classical optimization methods. In OPASYN11,
the steepest descent method is used for optimization of
analog circuit sizing; similarly, in STAIC the equations are
solved by refinements technique12.
The analog circuit sizing problem converted into constrained nonlinear optimization problem. It can be solved

Figure 1. Analog circuit design optimization types; (a) knowledge based method; (b) Optimization based method.
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by sequential quadratic programming13,14. The convex
optimization used for design of delta-sigma and pipeline
analog to digital converters. The convex equations relate
the input parameters and circuit performance15.
GPCAD16, the Geometrical Programming (GP) used
to optimize a posynomial circuit model. The execution
time of this model is in the order of few seconds, but it
is very difficult to design a posynomial model and also
it takes more time to create model for new circuits.
Posynomial modeling were revisited, accuracy issue is
solved by additional generation steps17. These additional
steps are added to Simulated Annealing (SA) for solving
local optimization problem. The same method is applied
to solve the analytical expressions, these expression used
to generate an initial solution18. Simulation based methods provide the feasible solution for analog circuit design.
The problem formulation of equation based method is
not limited one. Problem formulation used for selection
of optimization techniques and also it relying on heuristic
optimization. In OPTIMAM 19the SA applied to analytical
models for solving analog circuit sizing problem. ASTRX/
OBLX20, an SA is also applied to analytical models for
solving cost functions (i.e., dc operating point of analog
circuits). This model can be by Asymptotic Waveform
Evaluation (AWE) based simulation tools. In DARWIN
instead of SA the Genetic Algorithms (GA) used to solve
the analytical models. Doboli21 the sub-block specifications, transistor sizing and sub-block topology selection
are simultaneously derive by genetic programming techniques.
The evaluation time of equation based method is less,
like knowledge based method and also it is extremely
suited for small circuit design. The analytical equation did
not capture all design characteristics of analog circuit. It is
difficult to make generalization of analytical equation for
different analog circuits. One more drawback is that the
equation approximation introduced low accuracy design
for complex analog circuits. The approximation equation
also needed additional evaluation time to ensure that the
circuit specification.

2.3 Simulation Based Method for Analog
Circuit Optimization
Simulation based approach is the most common method
found in analog circuit sizing. In this method the circuit
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simulator used to evaluate the circuit performance (for
example AIDA-C is a circuit simulator).
The previous methods of simulation based automatic
sizing uses local optimization method for solving circuit
optimization problem. SA22 is the most common method
for solving local optimization problem. In DELIGTH.
SPICE23, the starting point of local design is obtained from
the optimization algorithm. FASY18 and Kuo-Hsuan17 an
approximate solution is derived from equation-based
technique, then the optimization kernel used to simulate
the circuit operation. The Simulated Annealing optimization algorithm to finding bias value of the transistor
instead of transistor sizes24. FRIDGE25 uses annealing
like optimization technique for starting point of design.
A deterministic and SA method used for fine-tuning to
perform the optimization26.
The next important type of optimization methods
is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Optimization of circuit
parameters are supported by GA5,27. The population evaluations were selected based on support vector machine
and circuit simulator. The combination of evolutionary
and annealing optimization used for circuit performance
figures and simulations28.
In29–31 introduce the parallel implementation of
evolutionary algorithm to reduce the simulation time.
The parallel mechanism used to share the computation
load among multiple devices. Especially MAELSTROM
follows the hybrid method. Variation pattern search algorithm used in ANACONDA simulation approach instead
of PRSA. The pattern search named stochastic pattern
search.
Circuit sizing optimizations use a different method
to employs evolutionary computation for devices parameter and circuit design variables (i.e., circuit topology
generation). Koza, Sripramong32,33 Hongying34 create
new topologies using proposed design methodology that
explore the search space starting from low abstraction
level. A new topology is formed by basic elementary blocks.
These blocks are connected in bottom-up approach. The
proposed design method consists of various fundamental
entities such as single transistor sizing, elementary topology block, and circuit connection. This method needed a
huge simulation to generate circuit structure because they
often include more number of variables for analog circuit.
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Analog circuit sizing optimization can also solved by
swarm intelligence algorithms. Many simple agents used
as fundament of swarm intelligence algorithms. The ant
colony optimization (ACO) used for circuit sizing35,36 and
particle swarm optimization (PSO) applied for circuit
optimization37,38–40. These two algorithms are the successful common method of swarm intelligence algorithm.
Normally the analog circuit optimization problem is
consists multi objective and multi constrained. The tradeoff among the performance measures can be solved by
multi objective optimization method. For example minimizes the power with maximum bandwidth or minimizes
area with maximum gain of an amplifier. The multi-objective optimization techniques are common optimization
method for amplifier design. The output of multi objective
optimization consist set of optimal tradeoff solutions. This
optimal set is also called as Pareto Front (PF). Both evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms follows the
multiple element approach. In GENOM9 and MOJITO41,
the evolutionary algorithm with multi objective is used
for circuit parameter and design variable. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) implemented with single objective as
well as multi objective circuit parameter40. Pradhan and
Vemuri42, the analog circuit optimization can be solved by
multi-objective simulated annealing (MOSA).
The non-dominated solutions are generated instead
of existing approaches to the design variables. The old
approaches follows the multi objective optimization without non-dominated variables43,44. The survey of analog
circuit sizing and optimization approaches, it is clear that
there is no single specific algorithm for automatic circuit
sizing.

3. Problem Formulation in Analog
Circuit Optimization
The crucial part of Mixed-Signal IC design is analog
because design of analog part is very difficult. Analog
signals are nonlinear and continuous; due to this nonlinear behavior of circuit performance it is necessary
to measure the input parameters. Sensitivity of design
parameters calculated from circuit performance measures. Mathematical representation of analog design

4
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automation problem using general nonlinear programming (NP) is given by
Minimize F(x)
Constraints: Ω = {x £ Rn! G(x) ≤ 0}
Here, x denotes multidimensional decision parameters, Rn denote decision parameters with lower and
upper limits are given by ximin≤ xi ≤ ximax. The function
F(x) denotes the m number of objective (F1(x)... Fm (x)).
The function G(x) represents the of p-number of constraints. The same mathematical representation also used
for single objective problem. For single objective problem the value of m equal to one. The G (x) constraints
are represented in terms of inequality expressions. These
inequality expression used to represent correct value of
problem specifications, i.e., Gi (x) ≤ Specificationsi or Gj
(x) ≥ Specificationsj or Gk(x) = Specificationsk with respect
toi+j+k =p. the inequality constraints are transformed
into equality constraints using following expression |
Gk(x) | - £ ≤ Specificationsk, where the small tolerance
denoted by £. The tolerance values are used for every time
of inequality constraints. The Domain space (Ω) normally represented by S (Nonempty set).The S set in Rn,
the objective functions are expressed by fi :Rn→R.
For each design estimation consists of single or multiple objective functions with global, high dimensional
optimization search problems are represented by multiple constrains. For example the circuit optimization
variables are Area, Power, Circuit Gain, Phase Margin
etc. The design parameters are Transistor Width, Length,
Resister values, Capacitor values etc. A particular value
of the design parameters (x1, x2,…,xn) belonging to Ω calculated by the undertaken design problem. This domain
space used to select the set of optimal points for the objective function and also this function satisfied the required
specification. The specifications are shown in Figure 2.
Optimization method used to find the global optimum solution for the high-dimensional vector problem.
This method further classified into knowledge based
and optimization based approach. The knowledge based
approach form a design equation for circuit performance.
The optimization based problem solved by numeri-
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Figure 2. Multi objective concepts used in optimization problem.

cal programming techniques. The recent research work
focusing on optimization-based approach. Next subsection reviews the common algorithm technique used in
optimization approach.

3.2 Numeric Programming Techniques for
OptimizationT
Optimization algorithms play a vital role for the past
few years in the field of both research community and
the industry. Optimization algorithms used to achieve
approximate solutions for NP-hard 45problem with high
efficiency. Optimization algorithms become an important method to provide solution for nonlinear differential
equations without applying any analytic methods. The
main objective of scientific and industrial design is to
minimize or maximize the functions through an optimization algorithm. The vast range of optimization method
available in this field of numerical optimization is shown
in Figure 3.
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The optimization method is suitable for circuit design
parameter selection. Therefore, the optimization algorithm selection is depends on the knowledge of problem
nature. In case of, linear programming techniques (LP)
are more suitable for finding a solution of linear equations. George Dantzig46 developed a simplex algorithm
for analog circuit optimization. Sometime these kinds
of problem have equality constraints. Using addition of
slack variables the inequalities can be mathematically
converted into equalities45.
The challenging task of nonlinear programming
problem is to determine the global optimum solution.
There is no systematic way for specific method to solve
global optimum45. The most common methods used in
optimization techniques are random search. The random
search method used for nonlinear optimization problem.
Some other search methods for nonlinear optimization
are gradient-based methods, constraints programming,
and stochastic methods. These optimization methods are
suitable for solving single and multi objective problems.
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Figure 3. Basic types of optimization algorithm used in analog circuit optimization.

Table 1.

Optimization types and their properties

Optimization
method type

Type of problems and
description

Advantages

Limitations

Random search

Global unconstrained.
Randomly select potential
solution and evaluating them.

It follows heuristic search
method. The random search
used as reference tool (Monte
Carlo Method tool).

It is general specific method
to guide the search engine.
Random methods are blind,
slow.

Gradient based .

It is local unconstrained
nonlinear optimization
method with successive search
operation. Here the gradient or
derivative function used as a
search engine.

The improved version of
gradient based method works
fast. Mostly the Gradient based
method used for local search
(Newton Search Method).

It takes only local
information. It required
derivative function and
unimodel space.

It is Continuous or discrete
Constraint
constraint. Mostly used for
programming 64–66 complex optimization problems
with constraint.

Easily models the complex
problem. The model is created
by constraints of the given
function.

Poor efficiency when dealing
with cyclic dependencies.

63

6
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Table 1 Continued

Stochastic search
22,67
.

Discrete or continuous local
and global search.
A convex or differentiable
cost function doesn’t require
continuous value.

Multi-Objective Model,
Multimodal, Nonlinear
Objective, Multi Constraints.
Used for high spectrum
applications.

Low circuit performance. The
probabilistic nature required
more iteration to cover entire
design space.

Multi Objective
Optimization 68–72.

Discrete or continuous Global.
Optimization problem has
more than one conflicting
objective functions.

Multi Objective Model,
Multi Constraints, Nonlinear
Objectives, Trade-offs.

Performance efficiency.

Main advantages and limitation of these optimization
techniques briefly resumes in Table 1.

3.2 Review of Evolutionary Computation
Technique
For last few years, the efficiency of evolutionary computation (EC)47–50 increase with respect to complex problem.
It is difficult to apply classical method for solving complex problem51 this can be overcome by EC. Evolutionary
algorithm is different from other optimization techniques
because it has own several characteristics. The main characteristics of evolutionary algorithm are summarized
below.
•

•
•
•

•

Flexible: EA applied to the problem with little
knowledge or easily adapt to different types of
problems. Evolutionary algorithms avoid some
mathematical terms.
Simple: With short period they allowed for model
setup and problem parameter range changes.
Robust: Evolutionary algorithm can be effective in
noisy environments.
Adaptive: They allowing dynamic changes of process parameters and also the variables are deal
with self-adaptation.
Decentralized: They are easily parallelizable52
power distributed and highly parallel computing
environments. They able to lead with solution of
populations.
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These are the important characteristics of Evolutionary
Algorithm. Evolutionary computation is an iterative and
stochastic optimization technique. These basic ideas are
come from the Darwinian natural theorem of evolution.
The programming technique of evolutionary algorithm
are genetic algorithm33,53–55 evolution strategies56, evolutionary programming54,57, and genetic programming33.
At the same time Genetic algorithms (GA), evolution
strategies (ES) and evolutionary programming (EP) are
developed independently. The basic structure cycle is
used by these techniques to focus on the same aims. The
slight differences among these techniques are the representation of candidate selection, and the implementation
of problem, recombination and mutation operators. The
described techniques resumes in Table 2. At present these
techniques doesn’t have any big differences. Many of algorithms only differ in the constant interchange. Based on
the problem specific, the researchers came to the decision
that the representation of problem and type operators
they achieved best solution.
Evolutionary Computation field of applications have
been expanded last few years. More number of other
approaches also adopts to the evolutionary computation
techniques. The major advantages and disadvantages of
Evolutionary Computation are given in Table 3. An evolutionary computation technique not only follows its own
method and also it adapt to some other mechanism.
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Table 2.

Overview of Evolutionary Techniques

Evolutionary Techniques
type

Main contributions

Activity Period

ES method by Ingo
Rechenberg

Continuous parameter optimizations introduced in this evolution
and mutation operator expand to continuous stochastic search
variable. Control parameters of the search can be adjusted by selfadaptation. Don’t use crossover operator.

1960s and
1970s.

Genetic Algorithms by
Holland’s.

Evolutionary Programming
by Fogel.

Candidate solution represented by FSM concept, the selection
strategies adapt to this environment. A population of solution
evaluate with mutation and selection criteria.

End 1990s.

Genetic Programming by
Koza.

Computer codes (program) are mutated by change or swap of sub
trees. These sub trees represented by different kinds of problems.

1990s.

Table 3.

8

Use discrete representation for encoding, traditionally 0s and 1s
strings of binary. Simple optimization algorithm mostly used to for Became popular in
solving optimization problem and also able to evolve toward better
1970s.
solutions.

Overview of evolutionary computation

Optimization Algorithms

Main Contributions

Drawbacks

Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO)73 introduced in
1990s.

For information holding, this optimization algorithm
uses the memory structures with and deals with
parallel search. It has more advantages than other
methods of stochastic search algorithm.

It is hard to solve
combinational and discrete
optimization problems.

Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO)74
introduced in the middle of
1990s.

PSO has small number of input parameters, so
it is easy to adjust and orient for parallelization.
Conceptually simple optimization so it did
not require user-defined parameters. Mostly
this optimization algorithm designed for local
minimization and it allow the incorporation of
algorithm for global optimization.

Particle Swarm is parameters
dependency. The vicinity of the
global optima is slow process.
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Table 3 Continued

Estimation of Distribution
Algorithm (EDA)56,75.

Differential Evolution
(DE)76 introduced in the
middle of 1990s.

Learning between variables is automated by
This algorithm is not applicable
incorporates methods. Probabilistic models used
or efficient to the real-time
for discrete or continuous variables. Here crossover
optimization, continuous
and mutation operations are used for probability
optimization and multidistribution. The outperform GA application replaced
objective optimization.
by EDA.

Easy method to use with EAs. DE used to create
offspring; a step size adaptation was executed
automatically for the search process to converge the
solution.

In hybrid systems some other method also involved.
The simple EA does not provide the complete solution of
hybrid system. On the other hand, there is more number of evolutionary algorithms available with accurate
and efficient solution. This range of algorithms can be
used for development of many hybrid approaches. In
hybrid method the evolutionary algorithm combined
with local search method, expert encoding method. The
memetic algorithm follow this hybrid method58–60. The
memetic algorithm adapt with several metaheuristics
search method. This process effectively used to improve
search space of global optimum problem. The search
space also used for local optimum problem to find the
candidate solutions61Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs. The
other approaches with EAs optimization techniques are
Dynamic Model, integer LP Method and branch and
bound Model62. Using the specific knowledge of problem,
the standard evolutionary methods and other standard
techniques these hybrid approaches are extended.
EA-based techniques for problem specific hybrid
systems is little complex than normal systems. The performance of hybrid systems can be improved by EA-based
techniques. EAs described as very flexible tool for solving hybrid system problem. In conclusion, it is essential
to hybrid EA-based techniques with other optimization
techniques. This combination recognized as a contribution of great worth.
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Require more number of
variations in the algorithm. It
is unclear algorithm for static
conditions.

4. Conclusion
This paper reviewed the history and present state of analog
design automation. Analog design automation consists of
a large volume of research, so we have restricted ourselves
to evolutionary algorithm applied to analog integrated
circuits. The nature of the inter-disciplinary field requires
close collaborations among computer science engineer
and electrical scientists in developing usable methodologies for analog design automation. It is our hope that most
future research in evolutionary algorithm will have the
aim of topologies selection and improve the performance
of analog integrated circuit design. Finally, the topologies
selection and search space reduction (i.e., selecting best
pareto performances) can be considered as general open
problems in solving multi objective optimization problems by applying EAs.
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